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                       Doctoral Theses 

 

The basic inspiration of my thesis was the recognititon that theatre and drama 

works of world famous Japanese author, Yukio Mishima is almost unknown for the 

Hungarian public. Just tiny parts of the huge lifework (about 40 novels, 68 plays, 

enormous amounts of short stories, essays, poems etc.) is available in my country.  

1. I presumed, that to introduce Mishima’s unique theatre world in Hungarian 

would be interesting for the public of my homeland. So I decided to survey Mishima’s 

theatre art and works then translate to Hungarian two drama pieces of him, titled Waga 

Tomo Hittora (My Friend Hitler) and Suzakuke no Metsubō (Decline and Fall of 

Suzaku) later to direct a performance of them in the summer open-air theatre of the 

Theatre Base of Zsámbék. 

2. My opinion was that the acceptance of Mishima in Hungary is embarassed by 

the myths about him, compromising the real shape and visage of the author. I decided to 

repel and terminate them. 

  I felt ambiguity in the following areas: 

 a) Many people treats Mishima as a right-winged terrorist. I do not share this point 

of view at all. I was assured despite the public opinion that Mishima in the last ten years 

of his life and with his death when he unbellied himself accomplished an artistical task 

not a political action.  

b). I was against the myth that Mishima would be a samurai though this was 

encouraged by his followers and by himself as well. Mishima was not a samurai: the era 

he lived in did not make possible it (not mentioning his lack of the abilities in martial 

arts and his mondain lifestyle). 

c) I had the idea that the suicide of Mishima was lack of practical aims it was 

unecquivocally aestethical. He didn’t mean really, that he could persude even one of the 

soldiers of Ichigaya garrison to join him. 



 d) In his sexual life I assumed that he wasn’t a homosexual who run a bisexual 

lifestyle rather a perverted sadomasochistic, with homosexual interest whose lust always 

contained aestethical and intellectual elements tiding to elevated heroic persons.   

3. I intended to evolve my hypothesis that the extremities of the mental constitution 

of Mishima come from his psychotic and neurotic disability, schizophrenia and hump 

those had showed themselves even in his childhood. This fact would explain his suicidal 

impulses and death wish.  

4. I had the concept that surveying Mishima’s lifework I got the ability to translate 

authentically the drama-pieces of the author, titled Waga Tomo Hittora (My Friend 

Hitler) and Suzakuke no Metsubō (The Decline and Fall of Suzaku). 

5. I presumed that surveying and translating Mishima could be considered as well, 

as a preparational process of staging authentic performance with high-level aesthetics.   

6. I was assumed that all the actors and myself, as translator and director would be 

able to handle that cultural gap that the two pieces try to bridge from opposite directions. 

I was sure that Mishima’s texts proves to be authentic to depict the history of the early 

thirties of Germany and hoped that our interpretation of the beautiful ethos of far-away 

Japanese aristocracy will do as well.  

7. I was hoping that surveying the psyche of Mishima will help me to act better his 

roles because of the fact that in every character he depicted he analyzed his own self, his 

own ego.   

8. I presumed that by the end of the full project (surveying, translating, staging etc.) 

I will have a clearer and more authentic image of the personality and art of Yukio 

Mishima than before. 

My thesis consist of an Introduction (Part I) then three well-separated parts:  

Part II is about the myths and theatre carrier of Mishima. 

Part III tells the difficulties of translating in the areas of methods, language and  

style.   

Part IV is about the process of staging.  



Out of the Final (Part V), the Bibliography (Part VI) and the Appendix (Part VII), 

that consists of the Summary, the Doctoral Theses (both of them in Hungarian and in 

English), a Catalogue of Mishima’plays, and a Curriculum Vitae, there is a separate 

volume for the Attachment (Part VIII) that contains our translations of Waga Tomo 

Hittora (My Friend Hitler) and Suzakuke no Metsubō (The Decline and Fall of Suzaku). 

The one piece has the full text, the other is abridged. 
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